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Introduction

The natural land cover class of Poland is almost entirely forest, but nowadays it is replaced
by man-made ecosystems like arable, meadows, pastures and urban areas. The remaining
forest forms islands, which are connected each other by corridors located mainly along
rivers. Satellite images are an effective tool for the recognition of land cover structures
which forms the first step for attaining a good understanding of landscape function.

One of the commonly used remote sensing methods is unsupervised land use classification
derived from the ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique) algorithm.
The logic of this routine was described by (Ball, Hall, 1965). Although the ISODATA routine
applied to spectral bands acquired from multispectral scanners usually leads to good
classification results, new approaches continue to be developed. In this paper we describe
how classification results can be improved through the use of spectral indices instead of the
original spectral bands. This will be explained using an example of analysing the structure of
a forested area. The main objective of this research is to analyse how the vertical and horizontal
structure of mixed forests can be assessed from satellite images. In our study we�ve used
the IDRISI32 ISOCLUST routine, which is a specific implementation of the ISODATA
approach (Eastman, 1999).
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Study area and data used

The study was carried out on a 100 km2 subset of the Landsat scene p188r24 acquired on
7th May 2000 (http://www.landsat.org). This 7-band multispectral image with panchromatic
band covers a region located in central Poland. The main land cover classes here are agricultural
areas (arable fields, meadows, pastures) and forests. This landscape can be considered as
representative of this part of Poland.

The entire study area was also recorded using aerial photographs taken with a DMC 2000
digital camera. The resolution (ground sample distance) of these images was about 0.15 m.
For our study NC- (natural color) and CIR-composites were produced.

Methods

Spectral bands and spectral indices

The general overview of the data processing steps applied is shown in Figure 1. First a
set of spectral indices was produced. Using 6 of the original bands (ETM1-ETM5, ETM7)
10 indices were calculated (Table 1). All indices were calculated using the Image Calculator
module in IDRISI32. The resulting images were standardised by stretching them to 256
(0-255) DN-levels.

NDVI and NRVI indices are inversions � they contain the same information:

These two indices weren�t used in further
classification procedures; their function was only to
control whether the data processing is affecting
(changing) or not the spectral information within the
indices.

For further operations 6 indices were chosen:
RATIO, TMMSI, TMMSI2, TMVI2, TMVI3, TMVI4.
The key was the correlation level between indices. Low
correlated indices were chosen, as it indicates their
suitability to distinguish different land cover classes.
The only exception was with RATIO, which is usually
high correlated, but we�ve chosen it because of it�s
good usability in land cover classification.
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Table 1. Spectral indices
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Unsupervised classification

The unsupervised ISOCLUST classification was performed using the original spectral
bands and, separately, the spectral indices. The routine implemented in IDRISI32 requires a
color composite image for use in the cluster seeding process. For this we have used bands 3,
4 and 5 from original data set and TMMSI2, TMVI2 and TMVI4 indices.

Both the spectral bands and spectral indices were classified into 5 clusters. The results obtained
were compared with an existing topographic map. This classification produced unsatisfactory
results, because some important classes, like water and coniferous forests were grouped together
into one class. Thus we decided to expand the number of desired clusters to 7.

The land cover layers (Fig. 3, 4 ) produced with these two methods seem to be very similar
to each other and it is impossible to determine their quality without detailed investigation. To
assess the results we have compared the layers using cross-tabulation, in which the categories
of one layer were compared with those of the second layer. The result of this operation is a
table (Table 2) listing the number of cells in each combination of clusters between the layers.

Where there are only one dominant number in every row, then the layers could be assumed
to be very similar. This is the case only for clusters 3 and 7. This indicates that the classification
results differ � the pixels from one cluster in first layer are assigned to a number of different
clusters in the second layer.

For further assessing of cluster layers we have applied an approach known from supervised
classification. Both layers were now used as training fields to obtain spectral signatures
based on the original images or the spectral indices. The resulting signatures were compared

Figure 1. Work flow of operations
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using a signature comparison chart (Fig. 2a,b). In addition, a separability measure � divergence
(refer to IDRISI32 help system) was calculated.

The overall separability (divergence) for clusters extracted from the original spectral
bands was equal to 108.57 and the separability for clusters extracted from the spectral
indices was 1186.97. Both the signature comparison charts (Fig. 2a,b) and divergence values
proved better separability of clusters extracted using the spectral indices than those extracted
from the spectral bands.

Comparision of classification results with true reference data

The best way to check out the results of unsupervised classification is to compare them
with true data. As a reference, a layer with land use classes produced with other methods
should be used. Generally, this scene can be divided into 7 classes of objects: fields with
green cover, fields with bare soil, meadows, lakes, coniferous forest, mixed forest and
deciduous forest.

Although using satellite data forests are usually classified into only three classes (coniferous,
deciduous and mixed) we decided to form some subclasses, to reflect differences in tree
species and the structure of the forest stands within the whole scene. Seven classes of
forests were distinguished:

1. Coniferous forest
1.1. Coniferous, one storey (scotch pine � Pinus silvestris).
1.2. Coniferous, one storey (norway spruce � Picea abies).

2. Mixed forest
2.1. Coniferous in first storey (Scotch pine) and deciduous in second storey (oak �

  Quercus sp., red beech � Fagus silvatica, hornbeam � Carpinus betulus and other).
2.2. Mixed forest with approximately even rates of scotch pine and oak in first storey.

3. Deciduous forest
3.1. Deciduous, one storey (oak).
3.2. Deciduous, one storey (black alder � Alnus glutinosa).
3.3. Deciduous, one storey (birch � Betula verrucosa).

Table 2. Cross-tabulation of classification results achieved with ISOCLUST routine performed using
original spectral bands (columns) and spectral indices (rows) [numbers shown are pixels]

sdnablartcepsnodesabdemrofsretsulC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 latoT

demrofsretsulC
desab

lartcepsno
secidni

1 434 6131 244 1433 0945 66 6534 58351

2 20811 8172 4 011 0 7436 3902 47032

3 0 56 7388 1 775 0 378 35301

4 01 951 8403 72 2038 0 7973 34351

5 9855 4561 0 0 0 49551 07 70922

6 0126 369 1721 038 13 56 0728 04671

7 73 6941 93 1985 4 31 98 9657

latoT 28042 1738 14631 00201 40441 52022 84591 172211
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Polygons indicating boundaries of these 7 forest types were drawn by stereo vectorization
using a DVP 5.0 � Digital Video Plotter photogrammetric station and aerial images taken with
a DMC 2000 digital camera. Following this, a mask of polygons representing forest types
was produced. This mask was used for cross-tabulation with the layers shown on Figure 3,
4. The results are in Table 3 and 4. Note that there are no polygons representing non-forest
classes, as they were not the subjects of our study.

Table 3 shows that one (5th) cluster dominates. This indicates, that it is not possible
to distinguish between forest classes using clusters derived from the original spectral
bands. There is a clear distribution of pixels shown in Table 4. The numbers of pixels
seems to be connected with the share of coniferous and deciduous trees within each
forest class: (a) scotch pine, (b) scotch pine in first storey, (c) deciduous trees in second
storey, (d) scotch pine in mixed forest, (e) deciduous trees in mixed forest, (f) deciduous
forest � oak, (g) deciduous forest � black alder. The samples for birch and norway
spruce are too small and cannot be interpreted in this way.

Table 3. Cross-tabulation of clusters from layer created by ISOCLUST classification performed using
original bands (columns) against forest classes (rows) [numbers shown are pixels]

Table 4. Cross-tabulation of clusters from layer created by ISOCLUST classification performed using
spectral indices (columns) against forest classes (rows) [numbers shown are pixels]

sdnabegamilanigironodesabdemrofsretsulC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 latoT

sessalctseroF 1.1 1 04 3 183 762 0 2 496

2.1 0 5 2 3 21 0 0 22

1.2 0 21 5 29 316 0 0 227

2.2 0 51 32 11 347 0 0 297

1.3 0 0 14 1 912 0 0 162

2.3 0 1 22 3 521 0 2 351

3.3 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 8

latoT 1 37 79 194 6891 0 4 2562

secidnilartcepsnodesabdemrofsretsulC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 latoT

sessalctseroF 1.1 754 a 6 1 26 2 52 141 496

2.1 5 0 3 11 0 0 3 22

1.2 684 b 1 4 591 c 0 21 42 227

2.2 763 d 0 44 773 e 0 4 0 297

1.3 4 0 55 102 f 0 1 0 162

2.3 91 0 71 011 g 0 7 0 351

3.3 3 0 1 4 0 0 0 8

latoT 1431 7 521 069 2 94 861 2562
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Conclusions

We have compared unsupervised classification methods based on the original bands of a
satellite image and using spectral indices derived from them. The results obtained with this
research showed that the classification accuracy for coniferous and deciduous forests will
increase with the use of spectral indices.

Pixels representing two-storey stands (2.1 in tab. 4) have been classified, using spectral
indices, into cluster 1 (apparently �coniferous�) or into cluster 4 � �deciduous�. Similar results
were obtained for one-storey mixed forest stands (2.2) with equal share of scotch pine and
oak. Because of this it was not possible to create separate clusters for two-storey stands and
for mixed forest. This problem could probably be solved by increasing the number of desired
clusters, as this is one of the important factors controlling the ISOCLUST routine. Further
research is needed to recognise seasonal changes in spectral reflectance of two-storey and
mixed forests. The use of multitemporal images should improve the classification results.
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Streszczenie

Naturaln¹ form¹ pokrycia terenu w Polsce s¹ lasy, które zosta³y jednak¿e zast¹pione w znacznym
stopniu przez obszary u¿ytkowane rolniczo � pola uprawne, ³¹ki i pastwiska. Pozosta³o�ci lasów
tworz¹ w krajobrazie wyspy, które s¹ po³¹czone sieci¹ korytarzy. Rolê korytarzy pe³ni¹ najczê�ciej
lasy i zaro�la po³o¿one wzd³u¿ cieków wodnych. Obrazy satelitarne s¹ uwa¿ane za efektywne narzê-
dzie s³u¿¹ce do rozpoznawania struktury i funkcjonowania krajobrazu na du¿ych obszarach. Jedn¹ z
popularnych metod analizy jest procedura klasyfikacji nienadzorowanej ISODATA. W niniejszej pra-
cy przedstawiono wyniki klasyfikacji sceny Landsat p188r24 za pomoc¹ algorytmu ISOCLUST, który
jest implementacj¹ procedury ISODATA w programie IDRISI32. G³ównym celem badañ by³o spraw-
dzenie, czy mo¿na poprawiæ wyniki klasyfikacji nienadzorowanej przez zastosowanie indeksów spek-
tralnych, zamiast oryginalnych kana³ów obrazu satelitarnego. Specjaln¹ uwagê zwrócono na odró¿-
nianie drzewostanów mieszanych o z³o¿onej strukturze poziomej i pionowej w sytuacji, gdy scena jest
klasyfikowana do niedu¿ej liczby klas. Wykazano, ¿e zastosowanie wska�ników spektralnych popra-
wia wynik klasyfikacji. Rozpoznano drzewostany jednogatunkowe, jednak nie uda³o siê utworzyæ
oddzielnej klasy drzewostanów mieszanych � piksele reprezentuj¹ce te obiekty by³y klasyfikowane do
klasy drzewostanów iglastych b¹d� li�ciastych. Wynik taki otrzymano zarówno w przypadku drzewo-
stanów mieszanych jednopiêtrowych, jak i dwupiêtrowych � z sosn¹ w piêtrze górnym i dêbem lub
innymi gatunkami li�ciastymi w piêtrze dolnym. Autorzy sugeruj¹, ¿e wynik klasyfikacji mo¿na popra-
wiæ przez zwiêkszenie liczby tworzonych klastrów-skupieñ (parametr procedury ISOCLUST), a tak¿e
przez uwzglêdnienie sezonowej zmienno�ci lasów, czyli prowadzenie analizy na obrazach wieloczaso-
wych.
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Figure 2. a � signatures for forest classes calculated based on original spectral bands, b �  spectral indices.
The graph shows mean values of pixels in clusters being achieved with ISOCLUST routine

a

b
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Figure 3. Results of unsupervised classification achieved with ISOCLUST routine using original spectral bands

Figure 4. Results of unsupervised classification achieved with ISOCLUST routine using spectral indices


